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Cartography and explanation 
 

1.  Criterial Freezing 

 

(9)a  Bill wonders [[which book] Q [ John published __ this year ]]  

 

     b * Which book does Bill wonder [ ___ Q   John published __ this year ]] (Lasnik & Saito 1992) 

 

(10) Criterial freezing: An element satisfying a criterion is frozen in place (Rizzi 2006, 2011) 

 

Can the effect of (10) be derived from other considerations? One possibility which comes to mind is 

that the interpretive systems could rule out (9)b: which book does not appear where it should be 

interpreted. If one assumes the copy theory of traces, the wh-phrase would also occur in the embedded 

complementizer, satisfying the interpretive requirements of wonder, but the obtained logical form 

would presumably be ill-formed (see, e.g., Koopman and Sportiche’s 1982 Bijection Principle). 

 

(11) Boskovic (2008) proposed a syntactic approach based on inactivation: once its Q  (or wh-) feature 

is checked, which book is inactivated, hence it cannot be moved further.. 

  

But there are more complex cases in which the same complex phrase contains two criterial features F1 

and F2, and in which no (obvious) interpretive problem, or problems of inactivation, would arise (Rizzi 

2006, 2011): In this case, too, we observe freezing effects: as soon as the first criterial position is 

reached, the phrase is frozen and further movement to another criterial position is barred. 

 

(14)    [  quantiQ  ARTICOLIFoc ]  

           How many ARTICLES 

 

(15)a   Non so  [ quanti ARTICOLI ]  Q abbiano pubblicato __ , non quanti libri 

         ‘I don’t know how many ARTICLES t[ which picture of  __ ] hey have published, not how many 

books’ 

    b  * [ Quanti ARTICOLI ]   Foc non so __ Q abbiano pubblicato __ , non quanti libri 

           ‘How many ARTICLES I don’t know they have published, not how many books’ 

  

(16) Molti ARTICOLI mi hanno detto che hanno pubblicato __, non molti libri 

     ‘Many ARTICLES they told me that they have published, non many books’  

 

And no obvious interpretive problem would arise in (15)b: under the copy theory of traces, the trace in 

the embedded C-system would contain an occurrence of the Q-operator quanti, which could be 

interpreted there: 

 

(17) Quanti ARTICOLI Foc non so <quanti ARTICOLI>  Q abbiano pubblicato __, non quanti libri 

 

Moreover, if the Q feature is checked in (15)a, the Foc feature should remain active, permitting further 

movement of [quantiQ  ARTICOLIFoc ], so an inactivation approach does not automatically cover these 

more complex cases. 
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Along similar lines, Epstein, Seely and Kitahara (2014) discuss the following contrast in English: 

 

(18)a  ?? [ Which dog] do you wonder [ [ which picture of  __ ] Q  John likes __] ?   

      b   *  [  which picture of which dog]  do you wonder  [  __ Q  John likes __] ?  

 

(19)   Q   you wonder [ Q  John likes   [ whichQ picture of  whichQ dog ] 

 

Notice that the marginally possible option of subextracting from the criterial configuration (in fact 

often fully acceptable without P stranding) requires a revision of Criterial Freezing (Rizzi 2011): 

 

(20)  Criterial freezing II:  In a criterial configuration, the criterial goal is frozen in place  

 

(21)a   Q   you wonder [ Q  John likes   [ whichQ picture of  whichQ dog ] ] 

      b    Q   you wonder [ [ whichQ picture of  whichQ dog ]  Q  John likes __ ] 

    

subextraction of which dog is permitted under (20) while pied-piping of the whole complex DP which 

picture of which dog is barred by freezing.  The marginality of (18) is due to some other reason, 

presumably connected to the difficulty of extracting from a left branch. Corresponding examples with 

subextraction of the full PP sound fully acceptable in Italian: 

 

(22)a   Non so [ [ quantiQ capitoli di questo libro ] Q siano stati pubblicati ] 

           ‘I don’t know how many chapters of this book have been published’ 

 

       b   Di quale libro non sai  [ [ quantiQ capitoli __ ] Q siano stati pubblicati ] 

            ‘Of which book do you not know how many chapters have been published?’ 

 

Another case, involving Q and R(el): 

 

(23)    [  quantiQ       libri   del qualeR ] 

            ‘how many books by whom 

 

(24)  Piero non è riuscito a capire [[ quanti libri di questo autore] Q [ siano stati pubblicati nel 1967] 

        ‘Piero didn’t manage to understand how many books by this author have been published in 1967’ 

 

If questo autore is relativized, the relative PP del quale  can be subextracted, as in (26)a, but the 

whole phrase cannot be pied-piped to the relative C, as in (26)b: 

  

(26)a   Parlami di questo autore,  del quale R  Piero non è riuscito a capire [[ quanti libri ____] Q [ 

siano stati pubblicati nel 1967]… 

            ‘Tell me about this author, by whom Piero didn’t manage to understand how many books ___ Q 

have been published in 1967,…’ 

 

       b * Parlami di questo autore [quanti libri del quale] R  Piero non è riuscito a capire  [ ___ Q [ 

siano stati pubblicati nel 1967]… 

             ‘This author, how many books by whom Piero didn’t manage to understand [ ___ Q have been 

published in 1967’ 
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An entire criterial configuration can be moved as a whole, for instance, an indirect question can be 

clefted or topicalized, but the criterial configuration cannot be “undone”: 

 

(27)a  E’ [[ quantiQ libri di questo autore] Q [ siano stati pubblicati nel 1967]] che non è chiaro __ 

          ‘It is how many books by this author have been published in 1967 that it isn’t clear’ 

  

     b  [[Quanti libri di questo autore] Q [ siano stati pubblicati nel 1967]] non lo so davvero __ 

           ‘How many books by this author have been published in 1967, I really don’t know 

 

So, a criterial configuration cannot be “undone” by movement, while less can be extracted 

(subextraction), or the whole configuration can be moved. 

 

Why do freezing effects exist? Can they be traced back to fundamental principles of syntactic 

computations? As for many other generalizations discovered and analyzed in cartographic research, the 

issue of a “further explanation” arises. 

 

 

2. A possible implementation of the labeling algorithm. 

 

(31)  Labeling algorithm: A node created by Merge receives the label of the closest head (Chomsky 

2013) 

 

(32) Complete labeling: Labeling must be complete at the interfaces   (Chomsky 2013)  

 

(33)  α receives the label of  H1  such that:   I.  α contains  H1, and  

                                                                      II. there is no H2 such that    i. α contains  H2, and  

                                                                                                                    ii. H2 c-commands H1.   

                                                                                                                                         (Rizzi 2015a) 

 

There are three cases of Merge to consider: 

 

 

I.   Head – Head  Merge (X, Y): 

 

(34)             α 
               2 
             H1          H2 

 

Source: the lexicon 

 

II. Head – Phrase Merge  (X, YP): 

 

(35)          α                                         
            2 
          H1     Phrase2    
                   2 
                H2 
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Source : the lexicon, a workspace where a phrase is temporarily stored 

 

 

III. Phrase – Phrase Merge (XP, YP): 

 

(36)                                          α 
                                       3 
                              Phrase1               Phrase2 
                        3             3    

                      H1                           H2 

 

Source: two workspaces in which the phrases are temporarily stored. 

 

In case of Phrase Phrase Merge, the labeling situation is ambiguous, as both H1 and  H2 qualify as the  

closest head to the new node created by Merge, so the algorithm gives inconsistent indications in (36), 

and  α  remains unlabeled.  But this can only be a temporary state of affairs: under Complete Labeling, 

α must receive a label before being passed on to the interpretive systems. So, something must happen 

here to make labeling possible. 

 

 

3. Two possible solutions for unlabeled XP – YP structures (Chomsky 2013). 

 

3.1. Movement 

 

Phrase1 moves further from   [α Phrase1  Phrase2 ]  (compare with Moro 2000, an approach in which 

movement also resolves conflicting configurations for dynamic antisymmetry).  At that point we get     

 

(37)    Phrase1  … [α <Phrase1>  Phrase2 ]  

 

Formulation (33) of “closest head” yields the desired result. It requires that the heads to be taken into 

account should be internal to α: we understand this as meaning that “all the occurrences of the relevant 

H are internal to α”; when  Phrase1 is moved out from (36), H1, head of Phrase1, is both internal and 

external to  α, hence it is disregarded, and α receives  the  label of H2, as desired. 

 

So, for instance, the thematic subject of a transitive structure is merged with vP, which yields a [Phrase 

Phrase]  structure: 

 

(38)    [α DP vP]  

 

At this point the subject must vacate the position and raise, in order to allow proper labeling of the 

structure α as vP: DP (and D) are invisible (they are both internal and external to α), hence the closest 

head to the new node is v, unambiguously. 
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3.2. The creation of a criterial configuration. 

 

Moved phrases cannot “run away” indefinitely to escape labeling problems: at some point movement 

must stop. This happens when it reaches a criterial position (Rizzi 1996, 1997). Criteria are defined as 

configurations in which Spec and head share a major interpretable feature, e.g. Q in questions: 

 

 

(39)   [α [which Q book] [did Q you read ] ] 

 

 

A criterial configuration permits labeling of the whole structure: Both heads in XP-YP share the most 

prominent feature relevant for labeling (by assumption, criterial features are also categorial features, 

names of functional heads), Q in this case, so search of both XP and YP provides a non-ambiguous 

indication, Q, which can label the whole structure: 

 

 

(39’)                                        Q 
                                       3 
                                   Q                       Q 
                           3           3 
                        Q                 n       didQ                I 

                    Which        2                  6  

                                   book       n                you  read ___ 

 

So, what characterizes a criterial configuration is that it receives the label of the criterial feature (and 

we get, in traditional X-bar notation, Q(uestion)P, TopP, FocP, RelP, etc.) 

 

 

6. Deriving Criterial Freezing from Labeling and Maximality. 

 

Movement must proceed through successive steps because of the operation of fundamental locality 

principles (Chomsky 1973). But from some positions movement must proceed (e.g., from the C system 

of a clause embedded under think), whereas in other positions it must stop (e.g., in the C system of a 

clause embedded under wonder): 

 

(40)a     John thinks  [ Cdecl [Bill read [whichQ book]]]     

 

      b  *  John thinks [α [whichQ book] [ Cdecl  [Bill read ___] ] ] 

 

      c     [β [whichQ book] [ doesQ [ John think  [α ___ Cdecl [ Bill read ] ] ] 

 

 

 (41)a     John wonders [ Q [Bill read [whichQ book]]]     

 

      b      John wonders [α [whichQ book] [ Q  [Bill read ___] ] ] 

 

      c  *   [β [whichQ book] [ Q [ John wonders  [α ___ C [ Bill read ] ] ] 
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In (40)b movement must proceed because otherwise the labeling conflict would not be solved, and  

would remain unlabeled. 

 

In (41)b the wh phrase moves to the embedded C-system where a criterial configuration is created, and 

α can be properly labeled as Q, an (indirect) question (in fact, the cartography of the C-system is more 

complex, but the conclusion is the same).  

 

(41)c  is a violation of Criterial Freezing: movement cannot undo a criterial configuration. Can Criterial 

Freezing be related to the labeling algorithm?  As the algorithm accounts in a natural manner for the 

cases in which movement must continue, the possibility is worth exploring that labeling may also 

account for the cases in which movement must stop, thus providing a comprehensive solution for the 

“halting problem” of wh-movement (Rizzi 2015). 

 

Phrasal movement can only involve maximal projections: . I.e. given the traditional X-bar schema, XP 

can be moved, but the non-maximal projection X’ is inert for movement: there is DP movement, VP 

movement, CP movement, AP movement, but no D’, V’, C’, A’ movement: 

 

(42)a   He certainly is [very proud of this result] 

 

       b  * [proud of this result] he certainly is [very ___] 

 

 The impossibility of moving non-maximal projections may be generalized in the form of a principle: 

 

(43)  Maximality: only maximal objects with a given label can be moved. 

 

So, movement of intermediate projections is systematically banned under Maximality.  

Under bare phrase structure, being a “maximal projection” is not a rigid inherent property of a node, 

as XP nodes in standard X-bar notation, but is a dynamic notion in the obvious sense that α is a 

maximal projection if the node immediately dominating it does not have the same label.   

 

Then in the criterial configuration [XP YP], if the label is inherited from both XP and YP, neither is 

maximal, in the sense just defined: only the whole category [XP YP] is maximal; so, further movement 

of either XP or YP alone is excluded by the ban on movement of a non-maximal  projection (43).  

So, both the necessary continuation of movement in intermediate C-systems (44), and the halting in the 

criterial configuration (45) can be made to follow from labeling, under natural auxiliary assumptions: 

 

 

(44)   think….                        ? 
                                       3 
                                   Q                     Decl 
                           3             3 
                        Q                 n         Decl                 I 

                    Which        2     that          6  

                                   book       n                  Bill read ___ 
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(45)    wonder....                    Q 
                                       3 
                                   Q                       Q 
                           3           3 
                        Q                 n        Q                   I 

                    Which        2                  6  

                                   book       n                Bill read ___ 

 

 

Maximality predicts that not only XP, but also YP should be unmovable in the criterial configuration. 

This additional freezing effect may be illustrated, e.g., in the Dutch varieties in which the wh-element 

and an overt Q marker (of = if) can co-occur, as in (46), arguably in a Spec-head configuration (thanks 

are due to Liliane Haegeman for data and discussion): 

  

(46)        Ik weet echt niet wie of Marie ontmoet heeft 

                I know really not who if Marie met has 

 

The whole criterial configuration can be moved, e.g. if the clause is topicalized (47), but topicalization 

cannot involve the clausal constituent headed by of, and stranding the wh-element wie, as in (48): 

 

 

(47)   [Wie of Marie ontmoet heft] weet ik echt niet 

            who if Marie met has know I really not 

 

(48) *[Of Marie ontmoet heft] weet ik echt niet wie ___ 

            If Marie met has know I really not  

  

 

Again, the XP – YP elements forming a criterial configuration cannot be moved separately, whereas 

the criterial configuration can be moved as a whole, and this follows from maximality and labeling. 
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1. The status of subjects. 

 

Languages typically show that the subject must vacate its thematic position: 

 

(1)  * __ will [ Mary meet Bill ]      (in a declarative)  

 

Even in VSO languages there is evidence that the subject leaves the thematic position, as is shown by 

the possibility of an intervening adverb: 

 

(6) Chuala   Roise    (go minic)   an t-amhran  sin             (McCloskey 1997)      

      Heard    Roise      often          that song 

 

This is expected under labelling. In order to label α as v, DP must move: 

 

(7)   [α DP vP ] 

 

But at some point subject movement must stop: there must be a “high”  subject position acting as the 

fundamental “halting” position for A-movement 

 

(8)a  Mary will  [ __ meet Bill ]    

    b  Mary seems [ __ to be likely [ __ to be nominated __ ]]] 

   

(9) There is a Subject Criterion 

 

(10) The interpretive counterpart of subjecthood: an argument is selected and taken as the starting point 

in the description of the event, which is presented as “being about” that argument. 

 

The “aboutness” effect is clearly illustrated by active-passive pairs:   

 

(11)a   Piero ha colpito Gianni 

          ‘Piero has hit Gianni’ 

 

      b   Gianni è stato colpito da Piero 

          ‘Gianni has been hit by Piero’ 

 

The same “hitting” event is presented as being about the agent in (11)a, and about the patient in (11)b. 

So, passivisation may be seen as a device to shift aboutness from one argument to another in the 

argument structure of the verb.  

 

The Calabrese effect: pro in the following clause (in the same complex sentence, or in discourse) 

always picks out the aboutness subject, the agent in the active and the patient in the passive (Calabrese 

1986):  

 

(12)a  Quando Marioi ha picchiato Antoniok, proi *k  era ubriaco 

          ‘When Mario hit Antonio, pro was drunk’                                           (pro = Mario) 

 

     b  Quando Antoniok è stato picchiato da Marioi, pro*i., k  era ubriaco 

         ‘When Antonio was hit by Antonio, pro was drunk’                            (pro = Antonio) 
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So, the Calabrese effect offers a reliable way to detect an interpretive property that goes with the 

aboutness subject.  

 

This also happens in “all new” discourse contexts: 

 

(13)Q: Che cosa è successo? 

            ‘What happened?’ 

  

       A Un ragazzoi ha buttato a terra un vecchiok 

        ‘A boy  threw an old man to the ground’ 

 

       A’ … poi   proi, *k   ha cominciato a urlare       

             ‘…then pro  started to scream’ 

 

In (13)A, both a boy and an old man are new information, and still pro in the immediately following 

sentence is restricted to pick out the subject. So, the test is not sensitive to the informational property of 

givenness, but to the structural position of the antecedent. If the subject of (13)A’ is the overt pronoun 

lui, the coreference option shifts, and the natural interpretation is that the old man started screaming.  

 

We have parallel effects when the all-new sentence is passivized: the interlocutor can choose to answer 

question (14)Q with a passive sentence, as in (14)A; again, in the following sentence (14)A’, pro picks 

out the surface subject of predication, in this case the patient of the passive sentence: 

  

(19)Q: Che cosa è successo? 

            ‘What happened?’ 

 

       A  Un vecchiok è stato buttato a terra da un ragazzoi 

          ‘An old man was thrown to the ground by a boy’     

 

       A’ … poi   prok, *i   ha cominciato a urlare       

             ‘…then pro  started to scream’ 

 

 

2. A digression: Subjects and topics 

 

A classical line of research (e.g., Li & Thompson 1976) addresses similarities and differences between 

subjects and topics. Let us focus on this issue on the basis of the analysis developed so far. Both subject 

and topic involve aboutness. In a subject - predicate configuration, the predicate says something about 

the subject; in a topic – comment configuration, the comment says something about the topic (Reinhart 

1981).  

 

The appropriateness conditions for the use of topics are stricter, though: in “what happened?” contexts, 

a subject can be felicitously used, but  a topic cannot: 

 

(22)Q: Che cosa è successo? 

            ‘What happened?’ 
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       A:  # Un vecchio, un ragazzo lo ha buttato a terra 

              ‘An old man, a boy threw him to the ground’  

 

 

Examples (22)A, A’ can also be made felicitous, e.g., in the following conversational exchange: 

 

(25)Q Che cosa è successo? E’ vero delle persone anziane sono state portate all’ospedale? 

          ‘What happened? Is it true that some elderly people have been taken to the hospital?’ 

 

       A Io ho visto solo che un vecchio, un ragazzo lo ha buttato a terra 

          ‘I have only seen that an old man, a boy threw him to the ground’  

 

       A’ Io ho visto solo che un vecchio,  lo ha buttato a terra un ragazzo 

          ‘I have only seen that an old man, threw him to the ground a boy(subj)’  

 

Question (25)Q introduces a group of elderly people, and (25)A, A’ take up a member of this group 

(albeit indefinite) as a topic. 

 

In order to have a felicitous topic, some kind of connection with a contextually given set appears to be 

necessary. An indefinite topic is also possible in Italian, when an unknown individual is linked to a 

contextually given set (e.g., an old man is connected to the set of elderly people evoked in the 

immediately previous discourse in (25)). This distinguishes the case in which a topic is possible and 

impossible, as in (22)A, A’. This link to a contextually given set is clearly reminiscent of D-linking 

(Pesetsky 1987) (but of relevance may also be Enç’s 1984 notion of “partitivity”).  

 

We may express the interpretive rules triggered by Top at the interface as follows: 

 

(28) Top: a. Interpret the Spec as a D-linked argument about which a comment is made 

 

                b. Interpret the complement as the comment about the Spec.  

 

Beninca’ & Poletto (2004), Frascarelli & Hinterhoeltz (2007), Bianchi & Frascarelli (2011) propose a 

finer typology of topics: aboutness shift, contrastive, and familiarity topics. I think aboutness is a 

common feature of all kinds of topics (including aboutness shift: “so far we have been talking about 

topic X, now I want to shift to a different topic Y”), and D-linking, or the relevant notion of partitivity, 

may also be. So, one can think of (28) as the common interpretive core that different kinds of topics 

share. 

 

The aboutness Subject, shares the aboutness property of topics, but does not require D-linking. So, a 

non-D-linked phrase as un ragazzo, un vecchio in contexts like (18), (22) can be a subject, but cannot 

be a topic: 

                                                           

(29)  Subj: a.  Interpret the Spec as the argument which the predicate is about.  

 

                   b: Interpret the complement as the predicate 

 

A corollary: overt subjects are not to be assimilated to topics in Null Subject Languages. 
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3. Properties of Subj 

                                     

(30) Top: [+ aboutness], [+ D-linking]     

  

(31)  Subj: [+ aboutness] 

 

 

Could Subj be identified with classical AgrS, or the head carrying the Person (and other Phi) 

specifications? Quirky subjects suggest that subjecthood and agreement in Phi features should be kept 

separate: 

 

(18)    A Gianni piacciono queste sinfonie 

          ‘To Gianni please(+pl) these symphonies’ 

 

(18’)a   Le sinfonie che a Gianni piacciono di più sono le ultime sinfonie di Mozart 

           ‘The symphonies that to Gianni please more are Mozart’s last symphonies’ 

  

       b ?  Le sinfonie che a Gianni ho fatto sentire sono le ultime sinfonie di Mozart 

             ‘The symphonies that to Gianni I made hear are Mozart’s last symphonies’ 

 

Quirky subjects tend to function like normal subject wrt the Calabrese effect: 

    

(19)S1:   A Mariai non piace Francesca  

               ‘To Maria doesn’t please Francesca’ 

 

       S2:   Per questo proi se n’è andata 

               ‘That’s why pro left (= Maria left)’    

 

(20)S1: Francescak non piace a Maria 

             ‘Francesca doesn’t please to Maria’ 

 

       S2: Per questo prok se n’è andata 

             ‘That’s why pro left (= Francesca left)’ 

 

(21)a   … [α a Maria   v   [β  V  Francesca  ]]                    (Belletti & Rizzi 1988) 

                       Exp                       Theme 

 

      b   ...  [β V  Francesca] ...  [α  a Maria  __ β ]   

 

From (21)a, the order in (18)-(19) Exp V Theme is derived; (21)b is a “smuggling” step, à la Collins 

(2005), which allows the theme to be moved to subject position without violating locality (RM). 

 

So, the head involved in the Subject Criterion may attract both normal and quirky subjects. As the latter 

don’t trigger agreement, it’s unlikely that Subj may be an agreement head. 
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(22) Properties of Subj: 

        a.  … Fin  …  Subj   … Phi … T  …………               (Cardinaletti 2004, etc.) 

 

b. Subj attracts a nominal element  to its Spec. 

 

c. Subj triggers the aboutness interpretation at the interface 

 

In a structure like (18) or (19), Phi can agree with the theme because the raised Exp does not count as 

an intervener, under Krapova & Cinque’s 2008 interpretation of RM (an element intervenes  when all 

of its occurrences intervene: 

 

(18’’)  A Gianni Subj  Phi  piacciono ... [ <a Gianni>  v [ V [queste sinfonie]] 

                                            please[+pl]                                   these symphonies 

    

                                                              Agree 

 

Languages using a system  of subject clitics distinct from the agreement morphology on V may 

instantiate Subj:    

   

(23)    El   fio       el         mangia  l pom    (Milanese) 

          ‘The boy    Subj    eats the apple’ (Rizzi 1986, Poletto 2000, Manzini and Savoia 2005, etc.) 

 

 

4. Subject-Object Asymmetries (Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007) 

 

(24)a *   Who do you think [ that [ ___  Subj  will come ]]? 

       b     Who do you think  [ that [ Mary Subj will meet ___ ]]? 

 

(25)  Rizzi (2006): the Fixed Subject Constraint (Bresnan 1977) is derived by Criterial Freezing: who 

moves to Spec-Subj in (25a), and it is frozen there and becomes  unextractable. 

 

(26)a * Which mechanic do you wonder whether ___ Subj could fix the car? 

      b ?  Which car do you wonder whether the mechanic Subj could fix ___? 

   

This view presents some empirical advantages over an ECP based analysis:  

 

(27)a   * Who would you prefer [ for [ ___ Subj to win ]]? 

      b      Who do you work for ___? 

 

Can the freezing effect in Subj position be reduced to labeling and maximality ? Normal and quirky 

subjects both are nominal [+N] elements. Let us assume for concreteness that this is the relevant feature 

triggering attraction to Spec-Subj. 

 

Suppose that Subj is endowed with [+N] and attracts a [+N]-marked  element to its Spec (this 

specification encompassing normal and “quirky” subjects). Then, in the criterial configuration, [+N] 

would be shared by the criterial probe and the criterial goal, hence it would project to the dominating 

node α. This would make the subject XP non maximal with respect to the [+N] specification, hence 

unmovable under maximality. 
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(28)                                        α 
                                       3 
                                 XP[+N]                Subj[+N]  
                                                       3    

                                                  Subj[+N]   6 
 

In the XP – YP configuration created here XP undoubtedly possesses featural specifications not shared 

by YP. So, in order to derive the freezing effect, we must require maximality to be satisfied for each 

individual feature involved in the XP-YP configuration.   

 

                     

5. Lack of that-trace effects in Null Subject Languages. 

  

(34) A typological property: Null Subject Languages are not sensitive to that-trace effects (Perlmutter 

1970, Rizzi 1982, 1990, Nicolis 2005). 

 

(35)     Chi credi che abbia telefonato?                                          

           ‘Who do you think that has telephoned?’ 

 

(36)a   Che meccanico non sai se potrebbe riparare la macchina? 

           ‘Which mechanic don’t you know if could fix the car? 

      b   Che macchina non sai se il meccanico potrebbe riparare? 

           ‘Which car do you wonder if the mechanic could fix?   

 

(37)  Connection with “free subject inversion” (Rizzi 1982, 1990): the subject can occupy a clause-final 

position, from where it can be extracted without violating the ECP: 

 

(38)a   Credi che pro abbia telefonato Gianni 

           ‘You believe that has telephoned Gianni’ 

 

       b   Chi credi [ che [ pro abbia telefonato __ ]? 

           ‘Who di you believe that has telephoned?’ 

  

This can be immediately translated in terms of the freezing approach: pro formally satisfies the Subj 

Criterion, thus avoiding the freezing of the thematic subject, which  can be extracted from the inverted 

position. 

  

(39)    Chi credi [che [pro Subj abbia telefonato ___]]?           (Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007) 

           ‘Who do you think that has telephoned?’ 

 

(40) Belletti (2002, 2004): “free subject inversion” is in fact subject focalization, involving movement 

of the subject to a Foc projection in the vP periphery. This is shown, e.g., by the impossibility of 

backward pronominalisation for postverbal subjects (test based on Chomsky 1976): 

 

(41)a   Quando proi è annoiato, Giannii telefona  

           ‘When pro is bored, Gianni calls’  
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       b * Quando proi è annoiato, telefona Giannii 

             ‘When pro is bored, calls Gianni (Subj)’ 

 

(41’)a   Ai suoii amici, Giannii telefona sempre 

            ‘(To) his friends, Gianni always calls’ 

 

        b  * Ai suoii amici, telefona sempre Giannii 

               ‘(to) his friends, always calls Gianni’ 

 

(42)   ha [α          Foc       [  Gianni  [ telefona- ] ] 

                                           [+Foc] 

 

 

(43) But, if subject inversion is subject focalization, the inversion position cannot offer an “escape 

route” to avoid criterial freezing and that-trace effects: one would expect the subject to get frozen in the 

inverted position. 

 

(44) In fact, a direct connection between subject inversion and the violation of that-trace, as in (37), is 

made implausible by typological considerations: there are Null Subject languages which do not have 

subject inversion (subject focalization in the low vP periphery) and still permit free violations of that-

trace (Salulessa 2004 on Lingala, Chao 1981 for an early discussion of BP along similar lines, and 

Nicolis 2005 for a general assessment). So, the violability of that – trace in NSL’s does not seem to be 

contingent on “free inversion”.    

 

(45) Nevertheless, the evidence that in languages NSL’s like Italian the subject is extracted from a 

lower position is robust and diversified (Ne cliticisation in Italian, Rizzi 1982, agreement patterns in 

Northern Italian Dialects, Brandi & Cordin 1989, case patterns in Arabic dialects, Kenstowicz 1989, 

quantier floating properties in Brazilian Portuguese, Menuzzi 2000, etc.)  

  

(46) The correct typological connection seems to be with the availability of expletive pro (Nicolis 

2005). If expletive pro is available (also in partial pro-drop languages like Brazilian Portuguese: 

Menuzzi 2000), it can be used to formally satisfy the subject criterion, thus permitting  extraction of the 

thematic subject from a lower position, distinct from the lower focalization position. The availability of 

the low focus position for subjects is an independent property, possibly linked to the Null Subject 

Parameter (maybe the fact of being a NSL is a necessary condition for it), but not an automatic 

consequence of the NSP.  

 

(46’) Expletive pro may be seen as a device to formally satisfy the Subj Criterion, conveying the 

interpretation “the event is not being presented about a particular argument” (see recent work by 

Beninca’ and Poletto on expletive topic and focus).  
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8. Other “skipping strategies” to avoid the freezing effect in subject position. 

 

(70)     …  you think [ that [ who  Subj  __ will come ]] 

 

Different languages use different strategies to make subject extraction possible. In (Standard) English 

extraction is made possible by complementizer deletion. Presumably here the whole CP+SubjP 

complex is truncated, so that there is no freezing position and the subject can be extracted from a lower 

position (say, Spec T): 

 

(71)     Who do you think  [ C [ Subj   [  __  will come ] ] ] 

 

English appears to avoid the problem by using a reduced structure. Other languages achieve the result 

by introducing more structure: 

 

(75)a  Vi ved  hvem *(der) taler med Marit                (Danish, Taraldsen 1986, 2001)  

          ‘We know  who der  talked with Marit’      

 

       b   Vi vet  hvem *(som)  snakker med Marit        (Norwegian, Taraldsen, op. cit.) 

          ‘We know who som talked with Marit’ 

 

Could it be that der/som directly fill the subject position, thus functioning exactly like the overt 

counterpart of expl pro?  No, presumably they are in a higher position in the structure, as is shown by 

the fact that they interfere with V-2: 

 

(76)  Hvem (*som) snakker med Marit?          (Norwegian, main questions) 

         ‘Who             talked  with Marit?’ 

 

So, they may be the nominal counterpart of Fin, close enough to Subj to formally satisfy the Subject 

Criterion: 

 

(77)  ... hvem  Fin[+N]          Subj[+N]         ....                               (Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007)     

 

We proposed a similar analysis for que>qui in French: 

 

(78)   Qui crois-tu [ t’ Fin[+N]      Subj[+N] [ viendra  t  ] ] ? 

                                    qui 

 

         ‘Who do you think qui will come ?’      (Taraldsen 2001, adapted by Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007) 

 

 

(79)   Qui Fin[+K]      Subj[+N] [ viendra  t  ] ] ?      (French dialects) 

                 qui               

        ‘Who qui will come ?’   

 

In languages with very liberal clausal pied-piping, a device to form a subject question is to pied-pipe 

the entire clause, as in Quechua (Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007: [Who will come] do you think __?). 
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12. Freezing in the low focus position. 

 

Belletti (2002, 2004): there is a focus position in the vP periphery, typically used for focalizing a 

subject in NSL (Chomsky 1975: backward pronominalization is inconsistent with focus): 

 

(82)a  Alla suai festa, Giannii ha cantato 

           In his party, Gianni sung  

       b * Alla suai festa, ha cantato Giannii 

              In his party, sung Gianni 

 

Normally, the use of the low focus position is optional, so in order to test freezing effects we need a 

construction which forces the use of low focus (this can be done straightforwardly for Q, given the 

selectional requirements of main verbs, and for Subj, given the EPP).. 

  

One such case may be provided by inverse copular constructions, in the sense of Moro (1997, 2000), 

illustrated by in pairs like 

 

(83)    Gianni è il direttore 

           ‘Gianni is the director’ 

(84)     Il direttore è Gianni 

           ‘The director is Gianni’    

 

The important property of this construction for the current argument is that the subject in inverse 

copular sentences is always focal, as is shown by the impossibility of backward pronominalisation:  

 

(85)a    Nella foto della suai classe, Giannii è il più bello 

           ‘In the picture of his class, Gianni is the most handsome’ 

       b *  Nella foto della suai classe, il più bello è Giannii 

             ‘In the picture of his class, the most handsome is Gianni’ 

 

The necessarily focal character of the subject in inverse copular constructions can be shown in many 

different ways in different languages. Heycock (2012), an argument extended to Hebrew in Shlonsky & 

Rizzi (2016). 

 

Direct construction: 

 

(88)a Who is the culprit? John or Bill? 

       b John is the culprit 

(88’)a Tell me about John: is he the culprit, or the victim? 

       b John is the culprit 

 

 

Inverse construction: 

 

(90)a Who is the culprit? John or Bill?   

       b The culprit is John 

(90’)a Tell me about John: is he the culprit or the victim?  

       b  # The culprit is John 
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Conjecture:  the necessarily focal character of the subject in inverse copular constructions can be made 

to follow from locality (Relativized Minimality) (Rizzi 2015b). 

 

Direct copular constructions may be derived as follows (for concreteness, I borrow Bowers’ 

assumption that the small clause is a PredP): 

 

(91)        Subj  è  [[Gianni]  [ Pred [il direttore]]] 

                        is    Gianni               the director  

 

             

Presumably, the inverse copular construction cannot be directly derived from this representation 

because movement of il direttore to Spec Subj crossing Gianni would violate RM. 

 

(92)       Il direttore    Subj   è   [ Gianni [ Pred __ ]] 

 

                                                * 

 

Rizzi (2015b): The derivation of the inverse construction can proceed across the following lines:  

 

(93)a     Subj  è  [ Gianni Foc [SC __ [ Pred [il direttore]]]] 

 

 

      b     Subj  è  [SC __ [ Pred [il direttore ]]] [ Gianni Foc __ ] 

 

 

      c    Il direttore è   [SC __ [ Pred __ ]] [ Gianni Foc __ ] 

 

 

The movement of the SC yielding (93)b will be to the Spec of a functional head, which has the capacity 

of attracting a lower predicative projection (one case of a large class on movement of predicative 

chunks within the IP: passive (Collins 2005), apparent reordering of adverbials (Cinque 1999), 

Romance causatives (Belletti 2015), PsychVerbs (Belletti & Rizzi 2012), etc.. 

 

So, focalisation of the subject is required here, in order to permit the derivation of the inverse 

construction without violating locality.  

 

We can now test the freezing effect in the inverse construction. A salient property of this construction, 

well-described in the literature (Longobardi 1985, Moro 1997, 2000) is that the postverbal subject is 

unmovable. Compare direct and inverse copular constructions: 

  

 

(97)a   Conosco Gianni, che è il direttore 

            ‘I know Gianni, who is the director’ 

       b * Conosco Gianni, che il direttore è __? 

             ‘I know Gianni, who the director is’ 
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(98)a   E’ Gianni che è il direttore 

           ‘It is Gianni that is the director’ 

       b * E’ Gianni che il direttore è __ 

            ‘It is Gianni that the director is’ 

 

This is what is predicted by the freezing approach, in conjunction with the hypothesis that the subject 

locally moves to the low focus position in inverse copular structures: 

 

(99)       Il direttore Subj è    [ __ [ Pred __ ]] [α Gianni+Foc Foc __ ] 

 

The effect is derivable from labeling and maximality: Phrase α would be labeled as Foc, under the 

assumed algorithm, because it is the label of a criterial configuration. Gianni would not be maximal 

with respect to the Foc feature here: therefore, if we continue to assume the restrictive interpretation of 

maximality  stating that an element is maximal when all its categorial features are maximal, Gianni 

would be unmovable under Maximality. 

 


